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Inhibition Shapes Acoustic Responsiveness in Spherical
Bushy Cells
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Signal processing in the auditory brainstem is based on an interaction of neuronal excitation and inhibition. To date, we have incomplete
knowledge of how the dynamic interplay of both contributes to the processing power and temporal characteristics of signal coding. The
spherical bushy cells (SBCs) of the anteroventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN) receive their primary excitatory input through auditory nerve
fibers via large, axosomatic synaptic terminals called the endbulbs of Held and by additional, acoustically driven inhibitory inputs. SBCs
provide the input to downstream nuclei of the brainstem sound source localization circuitry, such as the medial and lateral superior olive,
which rely on temporal precise inputs. In this study, we used juxtacellular recordings in anesthetized Mongolian gerbils to assess the
effect of acoustically evoked inhibition on the SBCs input– output function and on temporal precision of SBC spiking. Acoustically evoked
inhibition proved to be strong enough to suppress action potentials (APs) of SBCs in a stimulus-dependent manner. Inhibition shows
slow onset and offset dynamics and increasing strength at higher sound intensities. In addition, inhibition decreases the rising slope of
the EPSP and prolongs the EPSP-to-AP transition time. Both effects can be mimicked by iontophoretic application of glycine. Inhibition
also improves phase locking of SBC APs to low-frequency tones by acting as a gain control to suppress poorly timed EPSPs from
generating postsynaptic APs to maintain precise SBC spiking across sound intensities. The present data suggest that inhibition substan-
tially contributes to the processing power of second-order neurons in the ascending auditory system.
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Introduction
The anteroventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN) is part of the first
processing station of the central auditory system. Spherical bushy
cells (SBCs) located in the rostral pole of the AVCN are constit-
uents of the brainstem sound localization circuitry. These cells
receive their main excitatory input directly from auditory nerve
fibers (ANFs) by giant synaptic terminals called the endbulbs
of Held (Brawer and Morest, 1975; Ryugo and Sento, 1991;
Isaacson and Walmsley, 1995; Cao and Oertel, 2010), the ac-
tivity of which provides suprathreshold excitation (Brawer
and Morest, 1975; Schwartz and Gulley, 1978; Ryugo and
Sento, 1991; Oertel, 1999; Nicol and Walmsley, 2002). This
elaborated axosomatic synaptic terminal provides the condi-
tion to simultaneously record in vivo with one and the same
electrode the following: (1) the action potentials (APs) of the
presynaptic endbulb (prepotential, PP), (2) the EPSPs, and (3)
the APs of the SBC (originally termed P, A, and B by Pfeiffer,
1966; Typlt et al., 2010). The different signal components

combined form the complex waveforms of the juxtacellularly
recorded voltage signals of SBC recordings (Pfeiffer, 1966;
Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2002; Englitz et al., 2009), which can
be used to assess the input– output functions of SBCs under
acoustic stimulation (Kuenzel et al., 2011; Nerlich et al., 2014).
In addition to the ANF input, SBCs receive acoustically trig-
gered inhibitory input mediated by GABA and/or glycine (Wu
and Oertel, 1986; Kolston et al., 1992; Juiz et al., 1996; Mahen-
drasingam et al., 2004), the function of which is still elusive.
The effectiveness of acoustically evoked inhibitory input on
SBC responses can be shown by the fact that not all SBCs show
monotonic rate-level functions (RLFs), which characterizes
their excitatory ANF input (Winter and Palmer, 1991; Kopp-
Scheinpflug et al., 2002), and that phase coupling to low-
frequency tone bursts is reduced after the block of inhibitory
receptors (Dehmel et al., 2010).

In the present study, juxtacellular in vivo recordings were used
to quantify the temporal and level-dependent interplay of acous-
tically evoked excitation and inhibition in shaping the acoustic
responsiveness of SBCs. The results show a twofold effect of in-
hibition, which acts as a gain control and increases temporal
precision of postsynaptic spike generation. The results emphasize
that, as in the somatosensory, visual, and olfactory systems, ac-
tivity of second-order neurons in ascending sensory systems,
which establish the basis for a multitude of downstream neuronal
processing, must be considered as an interplay of excitation and
inhibition. Right from the start, inhibition is an integral part of
encoded neuronal information.
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Materials and Methods
Animals and surgical procedure. All experiments were performed at the
Neurobiology Laboratories of the Faculty of Bioscience, Pharmacy and
Psychology of the University of Leipzig (Germany), approved by the
Saxonian District Government, Leipzig (TVV 06/09), and conducted
according to the European Communities Council Directive (86/609/
EEC). Data were collected from 19 subadult Mongolian gerbils (Meriones
unguiculatus) of either sex aged postnatal day 25–32 (P25–P32). By
choosing this age range, we considered the prolonged postnatal develop-
ment of inhibitory transmission in auditory brainstem nuclei (Awatra-
mani et al., 2005; Luján et al., 2008; Friauf et al., 2011).

Animals were initially anesthetized by an intraperitoneal injection of a
mixture of ketamine hydrochloride (140 �g/g body weight, Ketamin-
Ratiopharm; Ratiopharm) and xylazine hydrochloride (3 �g/g body
weight, Rompun; Bayer). Supplementary subcutaneous injections of the
anesthetic agent at 1/3 of the initial dose were administered approxi-
mately every 60 –90 min to maintain the animal in an areflexic state.
During recording sessions, a feedback-controlled heating pad main-
tained the animal’s body temperature at 36.5–37.5°C. The animal’s skull
was exposed along the midsagittal line and a metal head post glued onto
the bregma point to fix the animal in the stereotaxic device. The hole for
the reference electrode was drilled 1.8 –2.0 mm caudal from the lambda
point at the midline and the hole for the recording electrode was drilled
1.5 mm lateral to the former. The diameters of the holes were 0.5 and
0.8 –1.0 mm, respectively. Using this dorsal approach, the recording elec-
trode was lowered into the rostral pole of the AVCN by tilting the animal
12–18° laterally. Glass micropipettes (GB150F-10; Science Products)
were fabricated with a PC-10 vertical puller (Narishige) to have imped-
ances of 1–3 M� for multiunit recordings and 7–10 M� for single-unit
recordings when filled with 3 M KCl.

Multibarrel recordings. Three-barreled piggyback electrodes (Havey
and Caspary, 1980; Dehmel et al., 2010) with the following characteristics
were used: tip diameter 4 – 8 �m, recordings electrode protruding 15–25
�m, impedance 5–12 M� (GB200F-10 and 3GB120F-10; Science Prod-
ucts). Application barrels were filled either with glycine (Sigma-Aldrich,
100 mM, prepared in 20 mM NaCl, pH 6, buffered with 10 mM HEPES),
strychnine hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich, 2.5 mM, same formula), or
just with the carrier (same formula but omitting glycine HCl and strych-
nine HCl); the latter was used for control experiments. Drugs were ap-
plied iontophoretically (EPMS 07; npi electronic) with increasing
current steps (drug, �0 to �40 nA; control, �0 to �100 nA). Holding
current for each barrel was �15 nA and a channel filled with 1 M sodium
acetate was used for automatic current balancing.

Acoustic stimulation. All recordings were performed in a sound-
attenuating and electrically isolated chamber (Type 400; Industrial
Acoustics) on a vibration-cushioned table. Acoustic stimuli were gener-
ated by custom-written MATLAB software (The MathWorks) and digi-
tized at a rate of 97.7 kHz. Signals were presented via custom-made
earphones (DT770 Pro; beyerdynamic) and delivered through a plastic
tube (length 35 mm, diameter 5 mm) ending just in front of the eardrum.

Data acquisition. Frequency response areas (FRAs) were obtained by
pseudorandom presentation of pure tones (100 ms in duration, 5 ms cos 2

ramps, 200 ms interstimulus interval) derived from a predefined matrix
consisting of 20 different frequencies equally spaced on a log scale and 10
different sound pressure levels (SPLs) equally spaced on a linear scale.
Each of these 200 frequency/intensity pairs was presented 3–5 times while
continuously recording the unit’s discharge activity. The FRAs were used
to detail each unit’s characteristic frequency (CF, the frequency at which
the neuron is most sensitive), response thresholds, and, if present, the
frequency-intensity domain of an inhibitory sideband.

For in-depth analyses, repetitive stimulations (100 ms duration, 5 ms
cos 2 ramps, 300 ms interstimulus interval, 200 –300 repetitions) were
performed at the unit’s CF, within the inhibitory sideband, and outside
of the receptive field (i.e., spontaneous discharge activity). Stimulation
loudness was 20 –30 dB SPLs above the respective threshold.

Data analysis. The rostral pole of the AVCN was targeted considering
the tonotopic organization of the nucleus described previously (Kopp-
Scheinpflug et al., 2002; Dehmel et al., 2010). SBCs were recognized by

their characteristic complex waveform (Pfeiffer, 1966; Winter and
Palmer, 1990; Englitz et al., 2009; Typlt et al., 2010) and their primary-
like peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) pattern (Blackburn and Sachs,
1989).

The neurons’ voltage signals were preamplified (Neuroprobe 1600;
A-M Systems), noise-eliminated (HumBug; Quest Scientific), further
amplified (PC1; Tucker-Davis Technologies), and subsequently digitized
at a sampling rate of 97.7 kHz (24 bit, RP2.1; Tucker-Davis Technolo-
gies). Signals were band-pass filtered between 50 Hz and 5 kHz using a
zero-phase forward and reverse digital IIR filter and stored for offline
analysis using custom-written MATLAB software. Recordings were se-
lected for post hoc analysis according to three criteria: (1) SD (AP height)/
mean (AP height) � 20% (dataset: 10.6 � 3.82, n � 46), (2) uniformity
of voltage signals, and (3) signal-to-noise ratio (AP height divided by SD
of the baseline) � 12 (dataset: 17.8 � 5.2, n � 46).

Juxtacellularly recorded voltage signals of SBCs are typically composed
of two (PP-EPSP) or three (PP-EPSP-AP; Fig. 1) components, reflecting
the discharge of the PP, the postsynaptic EPSP, and the postsynaptically
triggered AP (Englitz et al., 2009; Typlt et al., 2010). Single components
were distinguished by means of principal component analysis (Pearson,
1901; Hotelling, 1933) followed by hierarchical clustering. Signals could
be grouped into two clusters, one showing the characteristic complex
waveform composed of all three components (Fig. 1 A, B, left) and a
second with signals lacking the third component (Fig. 1 A, B, middle). For
reasons of simplicity, the respective signals will be referred to as “PEA”
indicating complexes composed of PP-EPSP-AP and “PE” indicating
PP-EPSP. For PEA complexes, the inflection point at the rising flank of
the second signal component was used to determine the time point of
EPSP occurrence by calculating the local minimum of the first derivative
preceding the AP maximum. For signals in which the EPSP was tempo-
rally separated from the AP, the first local maximum preceding the AP
was taken as the EPSP time point. The EPSP-to-AP transition time was
calculated as the time from the occurrence of the EPSP as defined above
to the positive peak of the AP component. The average EPSP rising
slopes, as related to defined stimulus conditions, were calculated be-
tween 20% and 80% of the EPSP amplitudes. Durations of APs were
calculated as the time between maximum of the AP and the first local
minimum thereafter (Sonntag et al., 2011). For the analysis of pre-
synaptic and postsynaptic phase-locking accuracy, we used low-
frequency stimulation and calculated the vector strength (Goldberg
and Brown, 1969) separately for the ANF input (i.e., jointly the time
points of EPSPs in the PE and PEA complexes), the EPSP, and the AP
of PEA complexes.

A

B

Figure 1. Juxtacellular recordings of SBCs show two types of signals. A, Representative
voltage trace of an SBC’s spontaneous activity displays complex signal waveforms always con-
sisting of a PP and the EPSP, which may (black stars) or may not (black arrowheads) be followed
by an AP. B, Superimposed waveforms of 100 single events. Left, PEA composed of PP, EPSP,
and AP. Middle, PE composed of PP and EPSP. Both signal complexes originate from the same
source, as shown previously by Typlt et al. (2010). Right, The mean signal waveforms suggest
that, whereas the PP size stays constant, the EPSP strength is reduced in signals that lack the AP
(inset, gray line).
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Statistics. Datasets were tested for Gaussianity and equality of variance
using the Shapiro–Wilk test (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965) and Levene’s test
(Levene, 1960), respectively. Student’s t test for independent or depen-
dent samples was applied as appropriate. Aggregated data are reported as
mean � SD or median [first quartile, third quartile], respectively.
Within-subject comparisons were performed by one-way repeated-
measures (RM) ANOVA after testing for sphericity using the Mauchly
test (Mauchly, 1940) followed by Bonferroni post hoc tests. Cumulative
distributions of interevent intervals were compared using the two-
sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Correlation between quantities were
assessed by Spearman’s rank correlation (Spearman, 1904) to cover lin-
ear and nonlinear relationships. For interpretation of all results, p � 0.05
was deemed significant. Effect size was calculated using the MES toolbox
in MATLAB (Hentschke and Stüttgen, 2011) and reported as � 2 for
RM-ANOVA, Cohen’s U1 for two-sample comparisons, and most ex-
treme difference (D) for comparisons of cumulative distributions.

Results
This study aimed to evaluate the effects of acoustically evoked
inhibition on excitatory ANF-to-SBC (ANF-SBC) signal trans-
mission in the AVCN. In vivo juxtacellular single-unit recordings

were performed while using pure tone stim-
ulation within the unit’s high-frequency
inhibitory sideband. The response charac-
teristics were compared with the units’
spontaneous discharge activity and the ac-
tivity evoked by acoustic stimulation at the
CF. Cells were identified as SBCs based on
their characteristic complex voltage signals
(Fig. 1), which allowed the discharge of the
endbulb of Held (PP) to be differentiated
from the EPSP and the postsynaptic AP. Al-
though the PP was always followed by an
EPSP, some signal complexes lacked the
postsynaptic AP (Fig. 1B; for detailed analy-
sis, see Typlt et al., 2010). This three-
component distinction is consistent with
the P-A-B classification reported previously
by Pfeiffer (1966). An additional criterion
was the primary-like PSTH, which charac-
terizes SBCs (Rhode et al., 1983; Blackburn
and Sachs, 1989; Typlt et al., 2012).

For the stimulation within the inhibi-
tory sideband, we recorded 23 units with
low CFs (median [first quartile, third
quartile]: 1.77 [1.39, 2.24] kHz, example
in Fig. 2, consistent with the predominant
location of large, low-CF SBCs in the ros-
tral AVCN (cat: Tolbert et al., 1982;
Rouiller and Ryugo, 1984; guinea pig:
Hackney et al., 1990; chinchilla: Ostapoff
et al., 1994; Monodelphis: Bazwinsky et
al., 2008; Mongolian gerbil: Englitz et al.,
2009). In the same units, the discharge ac-
tivity was acquired for stimulation at CF
(16/23 units) and outside the receptive
field (18/23 units). Another 23 SBCs were
recorded (CF � 1.1 � 0.3 kHz) to inves-
tigate the effect of inhibition on phase
locking. On average, cells showed sponta-
neous firing rates biased toward middle to
high frequencies (49 � 17 Hz) and thresh-
olds of 13 [6, 17] dB SPL.

Units were classified as having inhibi-
tory sidebands when acoustic stimulation

outside of the excitatory response area resulted in a significant
reduction in the spontaneous firing rate (p � 0.01, two-sample t
test). For the present investigation, we analyzed high-frequency
inhibitory sidebands in the range of 4.8 [4, 5.3] kHz with (inhib-
itory) thresholds of 42.4 � 15.8 dB SPL (Fig. 2C).

ANF-SBC synapse shows low reliability in vivo
Each unit’s spontaneous activity was acquired for periods of 60 –
120 s in the absence of acoustic stimulation. Hierarchical cluster-
ing of voltage signals (Fig. 1) yielded two distinct types of signals:
PEA (PP-EPSP-AP, Fig. 1B left, black) and PE (PP-EPSP, Fig. 1B
middle, gray). In all analyzed cells, this procedure yielded two
distinct clusters of these compound signals and no transitional
signal complexes in between these two entities. The analysis
yielded 97.2–99.2% of the triggered events to be sorted in either
of the two signal categories. The first two components of both
complex voltage signals were similar in shape, suggesting that the
PE compounds are indicative of signals in which the EPSPs failed
to trigger a postsynaptic AP (Fig. 1B, middle). The additional

A

B

C

D

Figure 2. FRAs of auditory nerve input to the SBC and the resulting afferent activity. A, Recorded voltage signals were decom-
posed in PEA (black) and PE (red) with the sum of both indicating the auditory nerve input to the SBC (B). The respective FRA
showed a v-shaped frequency-intensity domain of excitation (CF: 1.9 kHz, threshold: �3 dB SPL). C, FRA of the PEA signals of the
same SBC showed reduced firing rates both within the excitatory response area (84 –154 spikes/s at the highest stimulus inten-
sities and in most parts of the excitatory response area), as well as in frequency-intensity ranges devoid of any discernable impact
of stimulation (SP; e.g., mean spike rates 40 –56 spikes/s across the entire intensity range at 0.15 kHz). In a circumscribed
frequency-intensity range on the high-frequency side of the excitatory FRA, acoustic stimulation caused a considerable decrease in
PEA even below spontaneous rates, forming an inhibitory sideband. D, The decrease in PEA, that is, in postsynaptic firing, went
along with a relative increase in PE, that is, the failure fraction, especially in the area of the inhibitory sideband, but to a certain
extent also throughout the excitatory FRA.
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occurrence of the postsynaptic AP estab-
lishes the PEA compound. Based on the
observation that both complex signals
shared the first two components, their
cooccurrence (PE � PEA) was considered
the auditory nerve input to the recorded
SBC.

In all units, both PE and PEA signals
were recorded during spontaneous activ-
ity, but their proportion varied greatly
between different units. Quantified as fail-
ure fraction (PE/[PE � PEA]), the mean
incidence of the complex signals lacking
APs amounted to 25.8 � 12.5% and var-
ied between 4.5% and 46.9%. To test for
potential presynaptic effects on synaptic
transmission reliability, we compared the
size of the PPs in PE and PEA signals in
units with sufficiently high signal-to-
noise ratios to identify the PP clearly (n �
19). The comparison yielded no signifi-
cant difference in average PP size (PE �
0.16 � 0.17 mV vs PEA � 0.17 � 0.19, p �
0.84, paired t test, n � 19, U1 � 0.08),
which suggests that postsynaptic spike
failures are not likely attributable to the
varying convergence of presynaptic in-
puts (see Discussion for a consideration of
this issue). However, EPSPs that triggered
APs (PEA) and those that did not (PE)
showed discernible differences with re-
spect to the EPSP rising slopes; the average
EPSP rising slopes were calculated
between 20% and 80% of the EPSP ampli-
tudes. According to Kuenzel et al. (2011),
this measure is a reliable in vivo estimate of EPSP strength. In the
present study, the EPSP slopes were systematically shallower in
PE compared with PEA complexes (PE � 2.06 � 0.4 V/s vs
PEA � 2.9 � 0.7 V/s, p � 0.001, paired t test, n � 23, U1 � 0.47,
Fig. 1B, right).

Frequency and intensity-specific effects of inhibition
For each cell, the FRA was analyzed both jointly and separately for
the PE and PEA complexes to quantify how acoustically evoked
inhibition shapes both the intensity and frequency response pro-
files of SBCs. The sum of the PE and PEA complexes (Fig. 2A, red
and black) was considered the ANF input to the recorded SBC.
Figure 2B shows an example of the respective FRA with a mean
spontaneous activity of 74 spikes/s, a typical v-shaped area of
excitation with a maximum discharge rate of 264 spikes/s at the
highest stimulus intensity, and a clearly defined CF at 1.9 kHz
with a threshold value of �3 dB SPL. The FRA calculated from
the PEA complexes, indicating the SBC output signaling, differed
considerably with respect to spike rates, as did the frequency and
intensity response profiles (Fig. 2C). Spontaneous discharge ac-
tivity was lower (43.9 spikes/s), as were the spike rates in the
excitatory response area (maximum 156.1 spikes/s). Maximum
discharge rates were reached at stimulus intensities of 40 dB SPL
and were reduced at higher and lower intensities. The most
prominent difference was the occurrence of a coherent
frequency-intensity area adjacent to the high-frequency border
of the excitatory response area, where SBC spiking was reduced to
levels below that for spontaneous activity forming a high-

frequency inhibitory sideband. The present analysis focused on
units characterized by such inhibitory sidebands, which consti-
tute 	60% of the low-frequency SBCs (Typlt et al., 2012). In our
sample, the reduction in postsynaptic AP firing was most prom-
inent 1.4 � 1.1 octaves above the units’ CFs and was always
accompanied by a significant increase in the failure fraction (Fig.
2D; p � 0.001, one-way RM-ANOVA, Greenhouse–Geisser cor-
rected, n � 23, � 2 � 0.83, spontaneous � 22.1 � 13.7% vs CF �
45.4 � 16.3%: p � 0.001; spontaneous vs inhibitory � 67.4 �
15.3%, p � 0.001).

Effect of inhibition differs across the FRA
Repetitive acoustic stimulation (100 ms tone bursts, 300 ms in-
terstimulus intervals, 200 –300 repetitions) was used to quantify
the dynamics of the units’ excitatory and inhibitory responses. As
exemplified in Figure 3, acoustic stimulation outside of a unit’s
receptive field (0.15 kHz, 50 dB SPL; same cell as in Fig. 2, stim-
ulus indicated by dot on “SP” line) did not change the overall
input or the incidence of PE or PEA. In the dot raster display in
Figure 3A, the whole of PE and PEA—symbolized by red and
black dots, respectively—shows the input to the SBC, and their
uniform distribution indicates that the acoustic stimulation did
not change the discharge rate or the proportion between the two
signal types. This is illustrated in the top of Figure 3A highlighting
stimulus onset and offset. The histogram in Figure 3B shows that
the rate of the input to the SBC (PE � PEA, gray line) underwent
some fluctuations, as did the incidence of SBC APs (black) and
AP failures (red), but the rates were not affected by the stimulus.

A

B

C

Figure 3. SBC discharges during repetitive acoustic stimulation outside the receptive field, same unit as in Figure 2. A, Bottom,
During repetitive acoustic stimulation at 0.15 kHz, 50 dB SPL (mark on the “Sp” line in Fig. 2) PE (red), and PEA (black) signal
complexes were both uncorrelated to the acoustic stimulus. Insets in the top show magnifications of stimulus onset (left) and offset
(right). B, Binned data from A (bin width 1 ms, moving average 3 ms). The acoustic stimulus did not change the overall input to the
SBC (gray line, PE � PEA) nor the incidence of PE (red line) or PEA (black line). C, The probabilities of PE (red) and PEA (black) were
normalized to the overall input (gray). Probability of ANF input failing to trigger SBC APs (red line) showed short-term fluctuations
in the range of 0 – 0.3, but was not correlated with the stimulus.
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In addition, normalization of the rates of the two signals to the
overall input showed no significant variations (Fig. 3C). During
the 200 stimulus repetitions, short-term fluctuations in the inci-
dence of spike failures in the range of 0 – 0.3 were observed. How-
ever, these instantaneous changes were not correlated with the
stimulus onset or offset (Fig. 3C). To verify that the patterns of
occurrence of events is not influenced by acoustic stimulation, we
compared the cumulative distribution of interevent intervals
(IEIs) during stimulation (5–95 ms) and spontaneous activity
(150 –230 ms) and did not find any differences (IEISpont � 20 �
17.2 ms vs IEIStim � 18.2 � 13.6 ms, p � 0.65, two-sample Kol-
mogorov–Smirnov test, D � 0.06).

To test the influence of neuronal inhibition on spontaneously
occurring spike failures, we recorded from SBCs using piggy-
back electrodes and applied the glycine antagonist strychnine (2.5
mM, pH 6). Although it reliably blocked the effect of coapplied
glycine, sole application of strychnine had no effect on either the
AP rate or on the ratio between the overall input (PE � PEA) and
postsynaptic APs (PEA) (data not shown).

Acoustic stimulation at the unit’s CF 20 –30 dB above the
threshold (same cell as in Fig. 2, stimulus indicated by dot on
“CF” line) strongly increased the incidence of both PE and PEA
(Fig. 4A, bottom). It is striking that this stimulation not only
triggers a jump in AP rates, but also an increase in the rates of AP
failures. The enlargements of the stimulus onset and offset peri-

ods elucidate additional response charac-
teristics (Fig. 4A, top) as follows: (1) at the
onset of the tone burst, the PEA rates grow
faster than the PE rates; (2) PE rates pre-
dominate toward the end of the stimulus;
and (3) during the period of poststimulus
rate depression, both signal types occur,
albeit with reduced incidence.

Binning the events in a PSTH empha-
sizes the dynamics of the respective
changes (Fig. 4B). The overall input to the
SBC (Fig. 4B, gray line, PE � PEA) and the
postsynaptic AP activity (black line, PEA)
shows a robust, stimulus-evoked absolute
rate increase. Both activities display the
primary-like response patterns typical of
tone-burst-triggered ANF and SBC re-
cordings. In addition, the recordings
yielded a pronounced absolute increase in
the PE rate (Fig. 4B, red line), indicating
that, whereas the acoustically evoked ANF
excitation on SBCs is strongly increased,
additional physiological processes limit
the postsynaptic spike generation. Never-
theless, the increase in postsynaptic APs
and AP failures followed very different
time courses at stimulus onset. Starting
with a delay of 	3 ms, PE � PEA and PEA
rates increased steeply to form the charac-
teristic phasic onset of the primary-like
response pattern. With a slightly longer
delay of 	4 ms, the rates of AP failures
(PE) also increased, although with a lower
growth rate. This increase in AP failures
occurs during the transition phase from
the excitatory onset peaks toward the re-
spective sustained response levels (Fig. 4B,
gray and black lines). Therefore, the onset

peak of the PEA histogram shows a sharper decay than the peak of
the input activity. The increase in the AP failure rate continues for
	20 ms after stimulus onset, outlasting the onset peak of the
primary-like PSTH. This is evidenced by normalizing the PE and
PEA rates to the SBC input (PE � PEA; Fig. 4C), which shows
that CF stimulation caused a substantial increase in AP failures.
In the present example (and in 5/16 recorded units), the incidence of
AP failures during CF stimulation surpassed the incidence of APs.
Significant increases in AP failures during CF stimulation were
found in 13/16 recorded SBCs, albeit with different failure rates.
During the subsequent sustained phase of the PSTH up to the stim-
ulus offset, a continuous gradual increase in PE probability at the
expense of PEA complexes was observed (Fig. 4C). Because of the
almost complete poststimulus suppression of neuron spiking, it is
difficult to judge the dynamic changes between PE and PEA signals
at the stimulus offset (Fig. 4C, dashed lines). The recording indicates
that 50–100 ms passed before the unit resumed the prestimulus level
of spontaneous activity (Fig. 4A,B).

An overall assessment of SBC discharge activity during CF
stimulation suggests that, in addition to the strong excitation,
other stimulus-triggered physiological mechanisms reduce neu-
ronal spiking. To determine whether postsynaptic depression
contributes to the increase in spike failures, the interevent inter-
val distributions were analyzed. A respective reduction would
indicate the potential impact of depression. Indeed, during CF

A

B

C

Figure 4. Responses to repetitive acoustic stimulation at unit’s CF 1.9 kHz, 30 dB SPL (marked by dot on the “CF” line Fig. 2). A,
Dotplot during repetitive CF stimulation. Both PE (red) and PEA (black) signal complexes were present before and after the
stimulation. Stimulation at CF resulted in a considerable increase of both signal complexes with increasing incidences of PE with
ongoing stimulation. Magnification of the discharge activity at stimulus onset (top, left) and offset (right) at CF stimulation. B,
Binned data from A; binwidth 1 ms, moving average 3 ms. Acoustic stimulation at the unit’s CF increased the overall input to the
SBC (PE � PEA, gray line), as well as SBC spiking (PEA, black line). Both display the typical primary-like response pattern. Although
PE modestly increased during the sustained response phase, PEA showed a slight reduction, matched by an increase in PE incidence
(red line). C, Probability of PE and PEA normalized to the overall input. Incidence of PE increased gradually with ongoing stimula-
tion and surpassed the AP probability 20 ms after stimulus onset. Dashed lines indicate bins that contain fewer than five events and
therefore probabilities were not calculated.
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stimulation, the distribution of interevent
intervals of PE signals was shifted toward
lower values (IEISpont � 20.7 � 16 ms vs
IEIStim � 5.5 � 3.9 ms, p � 0.001, two-
sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, D �
0.59), suggesting that postsynaptic de-
pression contributes to the increase in
spike failures. However, the effectiveness
of depression in preventing AP spiking
was shown to be low compared with that
of inhibition (Kuenzel et al., 2015).

As presently shown and also reported
by Kuenzel et al. (2011), acoustic stimula-
tion at the unit’s CF triggers superposed
effects of excitation and inhibition on SBC
activity, which made it difficult to draw
differentiating conclusions from the
above analysis. To dissect the effects of
such interactions on the recorded activity,
we used pure-tone stimulation within the
unit’s high-frequency inhibitory sideband
(“Inh” in Figs. 2 and 5, which shows the
same cell as in Fig. 2). Such stimulation
did not change the ANF input to SBCs, as
indicated by the overall steady rate of in-
put to the SBC before, during, and after
tone burst presentation (PE � PEA; Fig.
5A, red and black dots, B, gray line) or the
interevent intervals (ISISpont � 20.6 �
16.8 ms vs ISIStim � 19.6 � 15.7 ms, p �
0.79, two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test, D � 0.03). This demonstrates that
there was no stimulus-evoked excitatory
drive on the SBC, and the observed overall
activity can be regarded as the unit’s spon-
taneous discharge activity. Nevertheless,
the acoustic stimulation had a prominent effect on SBC activity.
It caused an enduring reduction in postsynaptic APs (Fig. 5A);
that is, PE complexes greatly outnumbered PEA complexes after
stimulus onset (Fig. 5A, top left), whereas PEAs again prevailed after
stimulus offset (Fig. 5A, top right). The histogram shows that PEA
reduction is matched with respect to both dimension and temporal
dynamics by an increase in PEs (Fig. 5B,C). For stimulation within
the inhibitory sideband compared with CF stimulation, the PEA
reduction occurs earlier and proceeds faster. After stimulus offset,
the release from reduction lasts for 	10 ms (Fig. 5C). Unlike for CF
stimulation, there was neither a general activity-reducing aftereffect
of acoustic stimulation nor enduring modifications of the PE/PEA
ratio.

To evaluate whether the data of the exemplary unit provides a
valid description of the impact of excitatory and inhibitory stim-
ulation on AP reduction in SBC, a summary analysis was per-
formed. For that, the PSTHs for all units recorded under the
different stimulus conditions were calculated and averaged across
cells (Fig. 6). Similar to the exemplary unit, the activity outside
the acoustic response area (n � 18, indicated as “stimulus 2 oct �
CF”), at the units’ CFs (n � 16, indicated as “CF stimulus”), and
within the high-frequency inhibitory sidebands (n � 23, indi-
cated as “Inh stimulus”) were compared. Acoustic stimulation
outside of the acoustic response area did not affect the overall
input to the SBC [stimulation (10 –90 ms) � 56.1 � 15.4 Hz vs
spontaneous (150 –230 ms) � 56.9 � 16 Hz p � 0.34, paired t
test, U1 � 0.08, n � 18, Fig. 6A, top] or the failure fraction

[10 –90 ms vs 150 –230 ms, stimulation (10 –90 ms) � 25.3 �
17.3% vs spontaneous (150 –230 ms) � 25.5 � 16.9%, p � 0.85,
paired t test, U1 � 0.08, n � 18, Fig. 6A, bottom]. Acoustic
stimulation at the units’ CFs resulted in PSTHs displaying
primary-like response patterns of the ANF input to the SBCs [Fig.
6B, top, stimulation (10 –90 ms) � 212.4 � 75.4 Hz vs spontane-
ous (150 –230 ms) � 69.3 � 38.7 Hz, p � 0.001, paired t test,
U1 � 0.86, n � 16], as well as the SBC AP discharges (data not
shown). However, the reliability of signal transmission at the
ANF-SBC synapse decreased during CF stimulation, as shown by
the higher failure fraction with slow onset dynamics [stimulation
(10 –90 ms) � 43.3 � 17.5% vs spontaneous (150 –230 ms) �
30.4 � 17.5%, p � 0.01, paired t test, U1 � 0.13, Fig. 6B, bottom]
and a gradual increase throughout the continuous stimulation
(25–90 ms, rs � 0.57, p � 0.001). When cells were stimulated
within their inhibitory sideband, no change in SBC input was
observed [stimulation (10 –90 ms) � 68.7 � 36.4 Hz vs sponta-
neous (150 –230 ms) � 71.2 � 39.7, p � 0.29, U1 � 0.07, paired
t test, n � 23, Fig. 6C, top]. However, the incidence of AP failures
increased considerably and surpassed the probability of AP
generation [stimulation (10 –90 ms) � 58.1 � 16.8% vs spon-
taneous (150 –230 ms) � 26.1 � 12.7%, p � 0.001, paired t
test, U1 � 0.61, n � 23, Fig. 6C, bottom]. The increase in
failure fraction showed slow onset and offset dynamics and a
decrease with continuing stimulation (25–90 ms, rs � �0.57,
p � 0.001).

A

B

C

Figure 5. Response to repetitive acoustic stimulation within inhibitory sideband (4.8 kHz, 50 dB SPL; dot on the ’Inh’ line in Fig.
2. A, Bottom, Dotplot of PEA (black) and PE (red) during repetitive acoustic stimulation. This graph and the magnifications of
activity at stimulus onset (top left) and offset (top right) indicate that, whereas the overall activity is not altered by the stimulus, the
ratio between PE and PEA is shifted toward higher incidence of PE. B, Binned data from A elucidate sustained overall input activity
(gray line, PE � PEA), but considerably increased failure rates (red line, PE) during stimulation, which is in contrast to the
concurrent reduction of postsynaptic APs (black line, PEA). C, Probability of PE and PEA normalized to the overall input (PE � PEA).
Reduction in postsynaptic APs (black) is matched with respect to dimension and temporal dynamics by an increase in AP failures
(red).
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Inhibition is delayed relative to excitation and persists after
stimulation ceases
For an in-depth analysis of the time course of the onset and offset
of acoustically evoked excitation and inhibition, PSTH data for
all recorded cells were averaged (Fig. 7). The time course of the
increase in the AP failure fraction at stimulus onset was com-
pared with the time course of stimulus-evoked AP firing. For the
failure fraction, stimulation within the inhibitory sideband
showed slow onset dynamics (thin red lines, data from the differ-
ent units) with an average half-rise time (HRT) of 8.4 ms (onset
of stimulation to 50% of failure fraction; Fig. 7, bottom left, thick
red line). The respective increase in average AP firing triggered by
CF stimulation was considerably faster (HRT � 4 ms; Fig. 7,
bottom left, black line). In addition, after the end of the acoustic
stimulation, the dynamics of release from inhibition differed
considerably from the reduction of CF-triggered AP firing (Fig. 7,

bottom right). When fitting a mono-exponential function of the
form A � e ( �x / � ) � c to the data, the failure fraction showed a
10-fold slower decay (�Inh � 9.38 ms, 95% confidence interval:
[8.9, 9.8] ms) for the release from inhibition than for the offset of
excitation (�Ex � 0.86 ms, 95% confidence interval: [0.67, 1.06] ms).

Strength of inhibition depends on stimulus intensity
The auditory system works along five orders of magnitude with
respect to intensity, with sound intensity being encoded by the
spike rate (Sachs and Abbas, 1974; Palmer and Evans, 1980; Win-
ter et al., 1990). Here, we tested whether the strength of acousti-
cally evoked inhibition also depends directly on sound intensity
at the first processing stage of the central auditory system. As
done before, we analyzed RLFs under three different conditions:
(1) outside of the receptive field, (2) at the CF, and (3) within the
inhibitory sideband. Figure 8, A–C, shows the respective analysis
for the exemplary unit shown in Figure 2. Acoustic stimulation
outside of the receptive field (“SP,” dotted line; see also respective
line in Fig. 2) did not change the overall input (PE � PEA; Fig.
8A) or the AP firing (PEA; Fig. 8B) of the SBC, resulting in a stable
failure fraction (Fig. 8C). When stimulating at CF, the overall
input rate increased monotonically up to a level of 40 dB SPL and
showed constant firing toward higher SPLs (“CF,” solid line, Fig.
8A). Such monotonicity of the input activity was found in all 23
recordings. However, the RLFs of SBC AP firing differed consid-
erably from the input activity. Of the 23 units, 12 showed pro-
nounced nonmonotonic RLFs, defined as a minimum 20%
decrease of postsynaptic firing at high stimulus levels (“CF” in
Fig. 8B for the exemplary unit). Correspondingly, the failure frac-
tions in the units with nonmonotonic RLFs were markedly in-
creased at high stimulus levels (Fig. 8C). For stimulation within
the inhibitory sideband, altering the stimulus level did not affect
the overall input (“Inh,” dashed line, Fig. 8A), but did result in
monotonously decreased SBC firing with increasing stimulation
intensity (Fig. 8B), which was accompanied by a steadily increas-
ing failure fraction (Fig. 8C). All analyzed cells (n � 23) showed

A

B

C

Figure 6. Averaged data of 16 –23 cells. A, Acoustic stimulation (100 ms, black icon on top of
the graph) outside of the receptive field did not change the auditory nerve input to the SBC (n �
18; gray line, top) nor did it alter the proportion between PEA (black line, bottom) and PE (red
line). The average failure fraction of about 1/4 was uncorrelated with the acoustic stimulation.
B, CF stimulation resulted in an excitatory primary-like response pattern of the auditory nerve
input (PE) to the SBCs (n � 16; gray, top). In the course of excitatory acoustic stimulation, the
probability of AP generation (black, bottom) decreased and AP failure fraction increased (red).
C, Acoustic stimulation within the inhibitory sideband did not alter the ANF input to the SBCs
(n � 23; gray, PE � PEA, top), but considerably changed the PE/PEA ratio; the failure fraction
increased from 25.3% to 58.9% on average. **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001, paired t test.

Figure 7. Comparison of onset and offset dynamics of acoustically evoked inhibition and
excitation. Mean values (thick red line, n � 23) and failure fractions from individual units (thin
red lines) are shown and contrasted with the average AP firing upon CF stimulation (black line,
right ordinate, n � 16). Units showed slow inhibitory onset dynamics (bottom left, half-rise
time 8.4 ms) compared with the faster increase in AP firing during CF stimulation (black line,
HRT � 4 ms). After the end of stimulation (bottom right), the failure fraction decayed slower
(� � 9.38 ms) for stimulation in the inhibitory sideband than AP firing at the offset of CF
stimulation (� � 0.86 ms).
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decreased SBC firing within the inhibitory sideband (�10 to 0 dB
SPL � 48 � 16.1 Hz vs 70 – 80 dB SPL � 18.9 � 12 Hz, p � 0.001,
paired t test, U1 � 0.61, n � 23) and a corresponding increase in
the failure fraction (�10 to 0 dB SPL � 22.5 � 14.2 Hz vs 70 – 80
dB SPL � 68 � 14.2, p � 0.001, paired t test, U1 � 0.83, n � 23;
Fig. 8D). The efficiency of acoustically triggered AP inhibition
correlated with the level of acoustic stimulation in a unit-specific
manner and amounted to spontaneous AP rate reductions by

19 –94% at a 70 – 80 dB SPL tone burst intensity. The absolute
increase in failure fraction across units varied between 8% and
77% and was negatively correlated with the units’ spontaneous
failure fraction; that is, units with lower spontaneous failure frac-
tions showed higher absolute increase during inhibitory stimula-
tion (rs � �0.52, p � 0.05, n � 23). For stimulation within the
inhibitory sideband, both the decrease in SBC firing (Fig. 8D, left)
and the increased PE probability (Fig. 8D, right) were correlated
with the stimulus intensity (APs: rs � �0.59, p � 0.001; failure
fraction: rs � 0.7, p � 0.001, n � 23).

Inhibition reduces EPSP strength and increases EPSP-to-AP
transition time
Previous in vivo studies showed that, within the cochlear nucleus,
the duration of juxtacellularly recorded APs can vary between
recorded cell types (Mongolian gerbils: Typlt et al., 2012). In
addition, the synaptic transmission delay is progressively reduced
during early postnatal development (mice: Sonntag et al., 2011),
whereas in adults, the transmission delay becomes prolonged
with increasing discharge rates (Mongolian gerbils: Tolnai et al.,
2009). Here, we tested whether acoustically evoked inhibition
also shapes the AP waveform and affects the timing of synaptic
transmission. We analyzed APs recorded during spontaneous ac-
tivity and during inhibitory stimulation. For each recording,
4405 � 1767 APs were analyzed and the relevant parameters
could be extracted from 98.7 � 1.5% of all APs. Under both
stimulus conditions, the EPSP-AP transition times were similarly
correlated with the EPSP rising slopes (spontaneous: rs � 0.43,
p � 0.001, inhibitory: rs � 0.41, p � 0.001, data not shown, but
see Kuenzel et al., 2011; Nerlich et al., 2014) while displaying
considerable within-unit variability (Fig. 9Ai,Aii). A Boltzmann
function of the form 1/(1 � e� �(x � d )) was fitted to the cumu-
lative distribution with decay constant � and symmetric inflec-
tion point d (R 2 � 0.99). Under acoustically evoked inhibition,
the shape of the distribution stayed constant, but the EPSP-AP
transition times were shifted toward higher values (Fig. 9Aii). In
all cells analyzed, inhibitory stimulation shifted the median
EPSP-AP transition time toward higher values (spontaneous �
236 � 17 �s vs inhibitory � 249 � 17 �s, p � 0.001, paired t test,
U1 � 0.28, n � 23, Fig. 9Aiii).

The strength of the EPSPs was estimated by their rising slopes
(Fig. 9Bi). Acoustically evoked inhibition reduced EPSP strength
and shifted the cumulative distribution toward lower EPSP rising
slopes (Fig. 9Bii). This was a small but robust effect observable in
19/23 cells (spontaneous � 2.8 � 0.7 V/s vs inhibitory � 2.7 �
0.6 V/s, p � 0.001, paired t test, U1 � 0.06, n � 23; Fig. 9Biii).

In addition, steeper EPSP rising slopes were correlated with
shorter AP durations, both under the conditions of spontaneous
activity as well as during acoustic stimulation of inhibition (spon-
taneous: rs � �0.26, p � 0.001; inhibitory: rs � �0.27; p � 0.001,
data not shown). As described above, inhibitory stimulation
caused more shallow EPSPs, but under these conditions, the AP
durations were still shorter than the respective APs during spon-
taneous activity (spontaneous � 0.43 � 0.07 ms vs inhibitory �
0.41 � 0.06 ms, p � 0.001, paired t test, U1 � 0.04, n � 23).

Temporal precision of SBC firing surpasses that of its
excitatory input
Joris and Smith (2008) hypothesized an increase of temporal pre-
cision in spike timing from the auditory nerve to bushy cells
based on a population comparison of ANF and BC recordings
partly mediated by inhibitory inputs. Dehmel et al. (2010) ob-
served a decrease in phase locking when pharmacologically
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Figure 8. Rate level functions of ANF input and SBC firing at different frequencies (same unit
as in Fig. 2). A, RLFs of SBC input (PE � PEA) neither showed changes in firing rate outside of the
receptive field (short dashed line, “Sp” in Fig. 2) nor for stimulation within the inhibitory side-
band (long dashed line; “Inh” in Fig. 2). The firing rate at the unit’s CF increased monotonically
up to 35 dB SPL and flattened toward higher SPLs (solid line, “CF” in Fig. 2). B, RLF of AP rates
(PEA) showed overall decreased activity for all stimulus conditions. Nevertheless, as for the
input activity, the rates did not vary with intensity outside of the unit’s response area (short
dashed line). At CF, the RLF had a nonmonotonic course (solid line) and stimulation within the
inhibitory sideband increasingly reduced rates �25 dB SPL (long dashed line, “Inh” in Fig. 2). C,
Respective failure fractions were calculated as PE/(PE � PEA). The decrease in SBC AP rates
compared with the ANF input is accompanied by an increase in failure fraction at CF as well as
the inhibitory sideband. Note that for inhibitory sideband stimulation, the increase of failure
fraction occurs at lower intensities than that of CF stimulation and the overall effect was larger.
D, SBC firing and failure fraction with increasing stimulus intensity at the inhibitory sideband.
Data are from 23 units. Units differed in their spontaneous AP rates and failure fraction (gray
lines; 0 dB at left and right). Nevertheless, with increasing stimulus intensity, AP rates decreased
(left; mean rs � 0.7, p � 0.001, black line) and failure fraction increased in all units (right; rs�
�0.59, p � 0.001, mean: black line).
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blocking the inhibition. Here, we aimed at an immediate com-
parative analysis of phase locking of the SBCs’ presynaptic and
postsynaptic activity, which is necessary to draw conclusions
about the mechanisms that cause these improvements. To deter-
mine whether the temporal precision is improved at the level of
the SBCs compared with the ANF, we calculated the vector
strength during low-frequency stimulation (0.94 � 0.2 kHz,
min � 0.5 kHz, max � 1.2 kHz, n � 23) separately for the fol-
lowing activities: (1) ANF input, that is, EPSP time points in both
PE and PEA complexes; (2) the respective EPSP time points of the
PEA complexes; and (3) AP time points of the respective signals.
Twenty-three units that showed a significant degree of phase
locking (p � 0.001, Rayleigh test) at the level of the SBC APs were
included in the analysis (Fig. 10). The overall analysis shows a
highly significant increase in the vector strength from the ANF
input to the SBC APs (p � 0.001, RM-ANOVA, Greenhouse–
Geisser corrected, � 2 � 0.36, Fig. 10A). The phase locking of the
EPSPs differed from that of the APs (EPSPsucc � 0.61 � 0.07 vs
AP � 0.65 � 0.07, p � 0.001, Bonferroni post hoc test, U1 � 0.34)
and furthermore differed depending on whether the EPSPs pre-
ceded an AP or not (EPSPfail � 0.53 � 0.08 vs EPSPsucc � 0.61 �
0.07, p � 0.001, Bonferroni post hoc test, U1 � 0.3). Whereas the
EPSPs of PE complexes showed a vector strength similar to the
ANF input (ANF � 0.51 � 0.1 vs EPSPfail � 0.53 � 0.08, p � 0.59,
Bonferroni post hoc test, U1 � 0.04), the temporal precision was
substantially increased in EPSPs that triggered an AP (ANF �
0.51 � 0.1 vs EPSPsucc � 0.61 � 0.07, p � 0.001, Bonferroni post
hoc test, U1 � 0.41). In follow-up analyses, the EPSP rising slope
was used as an estimate of the EPSP strength. For each unit,
EPSPs were sorted according to their rising slope and the vector
strength calculated for large EPSPs (top 20% of the rising slopes)

and small EPSPs (bottom 20%). Large EP-
SPs showed a considerably better phase
locking than small EPSPs (EPSPsmall �
0.56 � 0.06 vs EPSPlarge � 0.62 � 0.06,
p � 0.001, paired t test, U1 � 0.29, n � 23,
data not shown) and are more likely to
generate a postsynaptic AP (Psmall �
0.31 � 0.23 vs Plarge � 0.83 � 0.11, p �
0.001, paired t test, U1 � 0.7, n � 23, data
not shown). An even greater improve-
ment in phase locking was observed for
the AP (EPSPlarge � 0.62 � 0.06 vs AP �
0.65 � 0.07, p � 0.001, Bonferroni post
hoc test, U1 � 0.14, n � 23). To investi-
gate whether the improvement of AP
phase locking can be accounted for by the
variability in EPSP-to-AP transmission
times, we correlated the latter with the
phase position of successful, that is, AP-
preceding EPSPs. For normalization of
the phase angels between units, the max-
ima of the EPSP histograms were centered
around 180 ° of the respective stimulus
period. In all cells analyzed, the EPSP-
to-AP transition was negatively correlated
to the time point within the stimulus cycle
(Fig. 10B, �0.53 � rs � �0.19, p �
0.001); that is, events that occurred early
in the cycle had longer EPSP-to-AP tran-
sition times than events that occurred
later in the cycle. For further analysis, all
triggered PEA complexes were split at the

median EPSP-to-AP transition time into two groups, one with
slower (EPSPslow, blue circle, Fig. 10C, inset, same data as in Fig.
10B) and one with faster EPSP-to-AP transition times (EPSPfast,
red circles). Events of the EPSPslow group (Fig. 10C, blue solid
line) were, on average, triggered earlier in the cycle than events of
the EPSPfast group (Fig. 10C, red solid line). This contrasted with
the AP time points in both groups, which showed almost homo-
geneous distributions (blue and red dashed lines). The distance of
the respective distributions (EPSPslow vs EPSPfast and APslow vs
APfast) was assessed by calculating the Jenson–Shannon distance
(Rao, 1982; Wong and You, 1985; Lin and Wong, 1990). In 91.3%
of the recordings (21/23), the JSD between AP groups was smaller
than between the respective EPSP groups (JSDEPSP � 0.015 �
0.012 vs JSDAP � 0.004 � 0.006, p � 0.001, U1 � 0.09, n � 23,
Fig. 10D), suggesting that the variability in EPSP-to-AP transi-
tion time facilitates precise SBC spiking.

However, varying EPSP-to-AP transition times can only be
functionally linked to precisely phase-locked APs if just EPSPs
that are leading the preferred phase are affected. EPSPs lagging
behind the preferred phase should be precluded from triggering
an AP. To test for this, we analyzed the phase position of PE
complexes within the stimulus period relative to the overall ANF
input (Fig. 10E). As before, the ANF input was set to be centered
on 180° (PEA � PE, black lines, inset showing period histograms
for an exemplary cell). In relation to this distribution, the inci-
dence of PE complexes (Fig. 10E, red lines, see also inset) were
shifted to larger phase angles, that is, EPSPs that arrive after the
preferred phase are less likely to generate an AP. In all recorded
cells, the incidence of PE complexes (Fig. 10E, red lines) was
lagging behing the preferred phase of the ANF input (black lines,
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Figure 9. Inhibition flattened EPSP slopes and prolonged EPSP-AP transition times. Ai, Two representative single events with
long (black) and short EPSP-AP transition time (gray) aligned at the PP. As indicated in the graph, the analysis quantifies the time
from the peak of the EPSP or the respective inflection point of the EPSP rising slope to the peak of the AP. Aii, Representative
cumulative distribution function of EPSP-AP transition times for spontaneous activity (light gray) and inhibitory stimulation (dark
gray). The shape of the distribution remains unaltered, but inhibitory stimulation shifts the average transition time by 20 �s
(median) toward higher values. Aiii, In all analyzed cells, inhibitory stimulation increased the median EPSP-AP transition time. Bi,
Rising slope of EPSP as an indication of EPSP strength. Examples show constant PP signals, but EPSP slopes varying with stimulus
condition, spontaneous activity (gray) and inhibitory stimulation (black). Bii, Inhibitory stimulation shifted the cumulative distri-
bution function by 0.16 V/s (median) toward lower values, indicating a reduced EPSP strength. Biii, Stimulus evoked reduction in
EPSP rising slopes were observed in 19 of 23 cells.**p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001.
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ANF � 180° vs PE � 210 � 16° p � 0.001,
paired t test, U1 � 0.98, n � 23).

We have shown that the effect of inhi-
bition depends on stimulus intensity,
which suggests testing whether the im-
provement of temporal precision is also
stimulus dependent, which would pro-
vide additional evidence that inhibition
has an immediate effect on the quality of
phase locking. Indeed, the comparison of
phase locking between stimulation at low
SPL (5–10 dB above threshold) and at
high SPL (40 –50 dB above threshold)
yielded a substantial improvement in the
high-SPL condition (low SPL � 0.03 �
0.01 vs high SPL � 0.06 � 0.02, p � 0.001,
paired t test, U1 � 0.71, n � 7, Fig. 10F).

Iontophoretic application of glycine
resembles the effects of inhibitory
stimulation
In vitro studies suggest a predominant role
of glycinergic inhibition in the central au-
ditory system (Moore and Caspary, 1983;
Caspary et al., 1994, 2008; Friauf et al.,
2011; Nerlich et al., 2014). To evaluate
these findings and to test for the impact of
glycinergic inhibition in vivo, glycine was
applied iontophoretically (100 mM, pH 6)
with increasing current steps while re-
cording spontaneous activity of SBCs
(n � 6). Glycine increased the incidence
of PE signals (Fig. 11A, red arrowheads;
Fig. 11B, red line) and reversibly reduced
the number of PEA signals (Fig. 11A,B,
black stars and black line, respectively,
p � 0.001, RM-ANOVA, Greenhouse–
Geisser corrected, � 2 � 0.68, failure frac-
tion: control � 25.9 � 18.7% vs
application � 76.1 � 20%, p � 0.001,
control vs recovery � 26.7 � 19.2%, p �
0.79, n � 6). Nevertheless, the overall
EPSP input to the SBC was not changed
(Fig. 11B) (p � 0.34, RM-ANOVA, � 2 �
0.04, control � 69.5 � 16.2 Hz vs applica-
tion � 66.4 � 18 Hz, n � 6, data not
shown). The increase in failure fraction
was directly correlated with the iontopho-
retic current, reflecting the amount of gly-
cine applied (rs � 0.89, p � 0.05, Fig.
11C). Glycine was potent enough to com-
pletely block the postsynaptic activity in all recorded cells when
high enough currents were used. Application of the carrier alone
(20 mM NaCl, pH 6) did not affect the input firing rate (control �
71.5 � 9.2 Hz vs application � 72.8 � 12.4 Hz, p � 0.29, RM-
ANOVA, � 2 � 0.015, n � 6) or the proportion of PE and PEA
signals (failure fraction: control � 22.3 � 11.3% vs application �
23.3 � 12.6%, p � 0.32, RM-ANOVA, � 2 � 0.002, n � 6, data
not shown). In addition to affecting the reliability of signal trans-
mission, glycine shaped the remaining APs in a way similar to the
changes observed during inhibitory acoustic stimulation (Fig.
11D). The EPSP-AP transition time was prolonged during gly-
cine application (Fig. 11D, left, p � 0.001, RM-ANOVA, � 2 �

0.45, control � 245 � 9 �s vs application � 273 � 14 �s, p �
0.001, n � 6) and the EPSP rising slopes were flattened (Fig. 11D,
right, p � 0.01, RM-ANOVA, � 2 � 0.04, control � 3.46 � 1.03
V/s vs application � 3.1 � 0.95 V/s, n � 6). Both effects were
reversible within seconds (EPSP-AP: control vs recovery � 248 �
10 �s, p � 0.61; EPSP slope: control vs recovery � 3.35 � 0.93
V/s, p � 0.64) and none of these effects was observed while ap-
plying the carrier (20 mM NaCl, pH 6) alone (EPSP-AP transition
time: control � 247 � 10 �s vs application � 250 � 9 �s, p �
0.47, RM-ANOVA, � 2 � 0.02, n � 6; EPSP slopes: control �
2.98 � 1.7 V/s vs application � 2.93 � 1.4 V/s, p � 0.72, RM-
ANOVA, � 2 � 0.003, n � 6). These data suggest that glycine

A B

C D

E F

Figure 10. Transformation of phase-locking accuracy in SBCs. A, Vector strength of ANF, EPSPs, and APs for 23 different units.
The temporal precision is improved at the level of successful EPSPs and their subsequent APs. B, For PEA complexes, the EPSP-to-AP
transition time was negatively correlated with the EPSP time point within the stimulus cycle; that is, signals that occurred early in
the phase had longer EPSP-to-AP transition times. The black line represents the median trend line. C, For each recording, the
dataset was split at the respective median of EPSP-to-AP transition times to form two groups of PEA complexes, one with slow
(blue) and one with fast (red) EPSP-to-AP transition times (inset). Although the EPSP time points of events of the EPSPslow group
occurred, on average, earlier in the cycle than the ones of the EPSPfast group (solid lines), the time points of the respective APs were
much more overlapping (dashed lines). D, The divergence of EPSP and AP time points of both groups was assessed by calculating
the Jenson–Shannon distance and yielded a substantial increase in overlap in AP time points compared with EPSP time points
across the two groups. E, The period histogram of the ANF input (black) was centered at 180° and the incidence of PE complexes
relative to this position analyzed (red, inset shows exemplary cell). The cumulative distribution of ANF (black, thin lines � single
cells, thick line � mean of single cells) and PE (red lines) occurrence within the stimulus period revealed that the incidence of PE
complexes in all cells lagged the ANF input; that is, EPSPs occurring after the preferred phase are unlikely to generate an AP. F,
Acoustically stimulation at high SPL (40 –50 dB above threshold) resulted in a larger improvement of AP timing than low-SPL
stimulation (5–10 dB above threshold). ***p � 0.001.
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alone can, to a great extent, mimic the effect of acoustically
evoked inhibition, which is consistent with the suggested func-
tion of glycinergic inhibition reported by in vitro studies.

Discussion
Earlier in vivo studies analyzed specific features of the juxtacellu-
larly recorded signals to gain insight into the underlying physio-
logical processes of generation of AP discharges and synaptic
transmission at giant calyx terminals (Lorteije et al., 2009; Tolnai
et al., 2009; Typlt et al., 2010; Kuenzel et al., 2011; Sonntag et al.,

2011). The present study provides a substantiation of the analysis
by focusing on the effects of dynamic interrelations between
acoustically evoked excitation and inhibition on the generation
of APs by SBCs.

The analysis was based on the relation of the different constit-
uents of the neuronal three-component voltage signals under
distinctively different input conditions. In addition, dynamic
changes in the units’ discharge activity were assessed at the re-
spective input conditions, allowing for an analysis of onset and
offset of acoustically evoked excitation and inhibition.

SBCs are target of inhibitory inputs
In addition to excitatory ANF input, SBCs receive inhibitory in-
puts mediated by GABA and/or glycine (Wu and Oertel, 1986;
Kolston et al., 1992; Juiz et al., 1996; Mahendrasingam et al., 2004;
Nerlich et al., 2014). Confirming the physiological impact of in-
hibitory inputs on SBCs, the presence of glycine and GABA re-
ceptors have also been reported (Wenthold et al., 1988; Campos
et al., 2001). The highest density of inhibitory inputs was found at
the rostral pole of the AVCN (Moore and Moore, 1987; Kolston
et al., 1992), the primary location of low-frequency SBCs and
target area of the present recordings. The impact of inhibition in
different SBCs might vary, because this morphologically and
physiologically defined class of neurons is the starting point of
different afferent processing pathways.

Low reliability of ANF-SBC signal transmission in vivo
The juxtacellular recordings of SBCs reported here exhibit three-
component waveforms with a significant number of events lack-
ing the third component. As shown by Typlt et al. (2010), these
three components reflect the AP of the endbulb of Held, fre-
quently named “PP”; the EPSP; and the postsynaptic AP, respec-
tively. Without exception, the PPs and the EPSPs occur together
(PE), and these signals can be clearly distinguished from the sig-
nal complexes additionally followed by the postsynaptic AP
(PEA).

These facts allow for an in vivo investigation of SBCs’ input–
output functions using acoustic stimulation (Englitz et al., 2009;
Typlt et al., 2010; Kuenzel et al., 2011). The sum of PE and PEA
components indicate that the ANF input to the SBC and the
characteristics of acoustic responses are in agreement with previ-
ous studies in terms of RLF, maximum discharge activity, thresh-
old, and the presence of primary-like PSTH patterns (Schmiedt,
1989; Winter et al., 1990; Ohlemiller et al., 1991; Müller, 1996).
The PE complexes taken as such suggest an ANF input that fails to
trigger postsynaptic APs, whereas the PEA complexes suggest the
input spikes together with the postsynaptic APs. As observed
earlier (Pfeiffer, 1966; Englitz et al., 2009; Kuenzel et al., 2011),
also in the absence of any acoustic stimulation, the afferent ANF
activity does not reliably trigger APs in SBCs. Postsynaptic spike
failures were observed in about 1/4 of the signals of a unit and the
respective failure rates stayed constant during stimulation out-
side of the units’ acoustic response areas.

There are two possible causes for postsynaptic AP failures:
either inhibitory interneurons exert a respective effect and sup-
press AP generation or SBCs are throughout in a partially de-
pressed state and the excitatory input operates close to the
threshold of spike elicitation (Kuenzel et al., 2011; Nerlich et al.,
2014). The latter might be due to depletion of readily releasable
vesicles and sodium channel inactivation (Azouz and Gray, 2000;
Henze and Buzsáki, 2001; Wang and Manis, 2008; Yang and Xu-
Friedman, 2008; Englitz et al., 2009; Platkiewicz and Brette, 2010;
Kuenzel et al., 2011).

A

B

C

D

Figure 11. Effect of iontophoretic glycine application on spontaneous activity. A, Both APs
(PEA, black star) and PE (red arrowheads) are present under control conditions (top trace).
Iontophoretic application of glycine changed the PEA/PE ratio; that is, more EPSPs failed to
trigger an AP (middle trace). This effect was reversible with the PEA/PE ratio turning back to
preapplication conditions (bottom trace). B, Binned data from A. The overall input rate (PE �
PEA, gray line, left ordinate) remained constant during glycine application. The failure fraction
(red line, right ordinate) increased during application on the expenses of a decreased AP prob-
ability (black line). C, Failure fraction increase upon glycine application was correlated to the
iontophoretic current used; that is, the amount of glycine ejected. D, Application of glycine did
also affect the waveform of remaining APs. Similar to acoustic stimulation, the EPSP-AP tran-
sition time was prolonged (left) and the EPSP slopes flattened (right) during application. The
magnitude of the effect resembled the inhibitory sideband stimulation. Dashed lines indicate
cumulative distribution from Figure 9B.
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We would argue that the major cause of spontaneous spike
failures is depression. Our unit sample was biased toward middle
to high spontaneous activity and, under these conditions, sto-
chastic fluctuations of the release of excitatory transmitters result
in EPSPs, which differ in amplitude, the small ones of which fail
to trigger an AP (Wang and Manis, 2008; Yang and Xu-Friedman,
2009; Wang et al., 2010; Kuenzel et al., 2011). Nevertheless, inhi-
bition cannot a priori be ruled out as a cause of spontaneous SBC
spike failures, but there are several observations that let it appear
an unlikely option. Previously suggested candidates that might
provide such inhibition, the AVCN D-stellate cells and tubercu-
loventral cells of the DCN (Campagnola and Manis, 2014), show
low spontaneous discharge activity (Young and Brownell, 1976;
Young and Voigt, 1982; Rhode and Smith, 1986; Davis et al.,
1996), suggesting that the influence of inhibition will be limited
under spontaneous activity. More importantly, local iontopho-
retic application of strychnine during the recoding of spontane-
ous activity did not increase the rate of postsynaptic APs directly,
indicating that the rate of spontaneous AP discharges is not lim-
ited by inhibition.

Effect of inhibition on SBCs acoustically triggered
input– output function
Based on in vivo recordings under the condition of acoustic stim-
ulation, earlier studies reported an impact of GABA and glycine
on SBCs’ tuning properties (Caspary et al., 1994; Gai and Carney,
2008; Dehmel et al., 2010) and on temporal precision of AP dis-
charges (Dehmel et al., 2010). The effect of inhibition becomes
also apparent from the SBCs’ nonmonotonic RLFs (Winter and
Palmer, 1991; Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2002) and from the in-
crease in the precision of AP phase locking to low-frequency tone
bursts compared with ANF recordings (Rothman et al., 1993;
Joris et al., 1994b; Burkitt and Clark, 1999).

Because ANFs are solely excitatory, the observed inhibitory
influence requires the contribution of inhibitory interneurons,
possibly from within the CN; for example, AVCN D-stellate cells
and/or tuberculoventral cells of the DCN, which directly or indi-
rectly receive ANF input (Wickesberg and Oertel, 1990; Saint
Marie et al., 1991; Campagnola and Manis, 2014). Another pos-
sibility would be a back projection from periolivary nuclei; for
example, the lateral nucleus of the trapezoid body, which receives
input from the AVCN (Smith et al., 1991; Schofield and Cant,
1992). Currently available data do not allow a differentiation
between either of these options. However, tuberculoventral cells
show onset responses and nonmonotonic RLFs (Rhode, 1999)
and D-stellate cells are characterized by transient chopper-onset
responses (Oertel et al., 1990; Paolini and Clark, 1999). There-
fore, both neuron types within the CN cannot fully account for
the level-dependent, tonic inhibition observed in SBCs in vivo.

The initial characterization of each unit’s response areas en-
abled the establishment of stimulus conditions under which the
sole effects of acoustically evoked inhibition could be observed.
Setting the stimulus frequency to the units’ inhibitory response
areas guaranteed a steady (spontaneous) excitatory input and
allowed us to quantify the acoustically evoked inhibitory effects
on SBC discharges. This is evidenced by the fact that, under these
conditions, the overall excitatory input to the SBC (PE � PEA)
remained constant before, during, and after the respective tone-
burst stimulation (Figs. 5, 6). Despite such constant input, the AP
rates show a clear stimulus-evoked reduction characterized by
delayed onset and offset. These findings are consistent with pre-
vious studies showing long latencies of IPSPs in brain slices (Wu
and Oertel, 1986) and in vivo (Paolini and Clark, 1998), as well as

slow dynamics of IPSCs in SBCs (Xie and Manis, 2013; Nerlich et
al., 2014), resulting in a buildup of inhibitory conductance dur-
ing stimulation.

Increase in temporal precision at the level of the SBCs
The presently observed increase in phase locking from the ANF to
the SBC output is consistent with previous reports (Joris et al.,
1994a, 1994b; Paolini et al., 2001; Dehmel et al., 2010; Kuenzel et
al., 2011) and similar data have been reported recently for hair
cell synapses (Li et al., 2014). Although Kuenzel et al. (2011)
reported that the variability in EPSP-to-AP transition time de-
grades or at best conserves the temporal precision, the present
analysis yielded a significant two-step improvement of phase
locking at the SBC output: the first by the selection of well timed
EPSPs and the second from the shift of the AP toward the pre-
ferred stimulus phase. The second step might reflect the involve-
ment of additional non-endbulb excitatory ANF inputs to SBCs,
the functional role of which remains elusive (Ryugo and Sento,
1991; Young and Sachs, 2008; Gómez-Nieto and Rubio, 2009;
Cao and Oertel, 2010; Lauer et al., 2013). Based on the analysis
exemplified in Figure 10, we posit the idea that, in low-frequency
SBCs, the input from partially depressed somatic endbulbs (Kue-
nzel et al., 2011) interacts with dendritic excitatory inputs arising
from auditory-nerve branches (Gómez-Nieto and Rubio, 2009).
The latter would create phase-locked oscillations of the mem-
brane potential on top of which only well timed endbulb EPSPs
are capable of generating a postsynaptic AP (Kuenzel et al., 2015).
At higher sound levels, the impact of inhibition also increases,
which tightens the condition for AP elicitation, guaranteeing
consistent phase locking. Therefore, although slow, this acousti-
cally evoked inhibition might alter dynamically the input– output
function and substantially increase the temporal precision in a
time-sensitive neuronal circuit.
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